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There is never a day so dreary
But God can make it bright;
And unto the soul that trusts
Him
He giveth songs in the night.
There is never a path so hidden
But God will show the way,
If we seek the Spirit's guidance
And patiently watch and pray.
—Selected.
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E. O. RICE GOES TO TAYLOR
TTNTVFRSTTY

and co-operation. In fact this is
P^ane uPon which the work of
Taylor University is pitched. It is
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proposed that this work shall keep
ReverendIE O. Rice whose retirean unflickering light of testiaid
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s, ut his acceptance of the business administration was occasioned by
f.„f tu„f A/r.. A n;„i, „
.v,
Mi. A. Dickerson, the
former business manager, found it
advisable to retire in the interest of
his own local affairs. Mr. Dickerson,
i
w o is a mem er of t e Board, retires under most amicable conditions
afler two years of very faithful

"in'Teaving

the business world
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A SUMMER SCHOOL AT
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
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Point Isabel, G. A. P. Jefell
Sims, Henry Lacy
Swayzee, I. R. Godwin
Sweetser, F. H. Petersime
Upland, H. R. Carson
Van Buren, E. E. Lutes
Logansport, three churches,
Broad-way, A. S. Preston
Market Street, Ira Jones
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Macy, J. B. Sparling
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The eightieth session of the North
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look after the King's business Brother
Rice turned his back upon splendid
University will have a six
opportunities of promotion. Since reJ su^™Sol birinAIL JunA
t.r.ng to do Christian work h, ha,
had, one opening presented him that
'n wmcn lJlere WIU De f v®n. as
would have afforded a twenty thous- good courses a* are received during
and dollar salary. All this is in the the main sch°o1 Tear" We hoPe to
face of the fact that Brother Rice is make the courses especially strong in
a poor man financially; but the call Education, Bible and Theology, and
to promote God's kingdom turned in- Missions. Taylor University has one
of ^e ^est normal schools in Indiana,
to an irresistible burden.
He went out of the business world the work of which is recognized by

Gra ce £ E/ Church Anticipated every
want of the delegates. It was the common comment that Grace Church had
ZcT^
'ho, ,.r
ii^e
in its
Z"<*«
wonderful hosnitalitv
P
"*•
The Pr0^ra™ was a stronf °ne in
every way and came to a climax on
Sunday night when the Hon. E. R.
Faulkerson, a missionary who servas Vlce Consul during the adminOrations of McKinley and Roosevelt,

a few years ago not knowing whither the State: and this wil1 afford a fine
he was going. It was a step of faith opportunity for teachers and proinder the criticism of friends who spective teachers, while the theology
felt that he was leaving the field for courses will be excellent for ministers
which he had a talent and entering and missionaries. We shall be glac) to
one for which he had little talent. He hear from a11 concerned. Address, W.
had to
face this
this and
and fieht
it as
as aa C' Glasier,
Principal of Summer
had
to face
tight it

g3? 3
a"d needs

dd0nd,ti°ns
°1
from the standpoint of a
diplomat. The addresses of Bishops
Leete and Waloorf, the lecture by
Dr- Geo. R. Stuart and what perhaps
was the greatest address of the whole
Conference,
The Future of negro
the
„

temptation, stepping in wherever he
had a chance to serve, regardless of
the financial advantage or disadvantage. He did a little service for the

Washington. D.
C„ were the high spots in the week's
program
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istic work, served as Treasurer of
the Centenary celebration at Columbus, helped the holiness movement in
Detroit, and finally became head of
the Minnesota Pentecostal Association
with which he promoted a splendSd
and successful gospel campaign in the
State of Minnesota, and has kept the
great old Red Rock camp meeting at
high water mark.
Brother Rice is not forsaking the
Minnesota Pentecostal Association nor
any other interest of the movement
by coming to Taylor University. He is
simply getting himself a dependable
base close to the center of national
population to work out on a broad
scale and encourage the promotion of
a full gospel in every circle and institution that will agree to accept his
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KEV. H. R. CARSON
RETURNS TO UPLAND FOR
NEXT CONFERENCE YEAR 1^^^
e ^reatesfc churches can now house
The North Indiana District conference of the Methodist Episcopal * e ^on^erence and Grace Church
church closed at Kokomo Monday was !axed to its utmost during the
abd
c°urse inadequate on
with the naming of pastors of wee
churches in the district for the com- Sunday- The Boy s Conference and
ing jear.
^be
Conference meeting in conAppointment for the Grant county Janct'on with the ministers brought
and surrounding towns
M. E. ' e nurr,ber of delegates up to some
churches were announced Monday
as follows:
There were fewer changes than usu®i among the preachers.
Marion, five churches,
First, E. M. Ellsworth
The Conference will be entertained
Grace, W. C. Asay
next year by First Church, Marion,
Highland, E. H. Kennedy
Home Park, A. G. Simmons
"The Bible does not make any majNinth Street, J. 0. Campbell
or mistakes in mathematics, in history,
Fairmoun J M Jordan
in geology)
botany> jn
Gas City, R H. Wehrly
jn zoology>
chemist
in
other
Jonesboro, Thomas Davies
scjence> Qr jn anythj
elge „ Dr John
Lafontaine, E. B. Neginity
paul.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browning and
children
visited
Mrs. Browning's
mother, Mrs. Monroe Vayhinger, last
Thursday.
Miss Mildred Wetsel has been con
fined to her room the past week by
illness.
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Simmons of
Iowa moved here last week. They will
occupy the house formerly occupied
by Seth Look and family. Rev. Sim
mons was appointed pastor at Home
Park, Marion, at the last Session of
conference.
Miss Mildred Kellar and Miss Lucy
Dr. Paul and Dean Ayres attended
Migs pharaba Polhemus accompaniLarrison spent April 6 to 9 visiting sessions of the Annual Conference at e(j
]yjrs_ Barton Pogue spent the
the former's relatives in
Kokomo. Kokomo.
week end at Daleville.
While there they attended some of
the sessions of the North Indiana
Dr. and Mrs. Bieri of Philadelphia
Mrs. Monroe Vayhinger was called
Conference which was being held were guests of their daughter, Cather- j.() jyjuncie Friday by the illness of her
there at that time.
ine> 'asl week.
daughter Mrs. Paul Vayhinger.
Rev. and Mrs. H. R. Carson enter
Mrs. John Denbo recently spent a
Miss Virginia Ruse of Warsaw spent
few days here as the guest of her from Wednesday to Monday visiting tained at dinner Sunday Rev. E. O.
Rice of Detroit, Prof. George Fenhusband.
friends here.
sitermacher, Misses Sadie Miller, Theo
Prof. Stanley and an observation dora Bothwell, Iris Abbey, Eloise Ab
Henry Cassanas who has been work
class
visited the schools of Marion, bey and Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Abbey.
ing for several months in Chicago is
visiting friends here.
Mr. Cassanas Wednesday, April 11.
Miss Lois Osborne who was called
will soon return to his home in Ha
Chester Whitenack, a former stu here by the illness of her sister, Mrs.
vana, Cuba, where he is to have a
dent, spent last Saturday and Sunday Basil Osborne, left this week for her
government position.
home at Salem, Ohio.
with friends here.
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Simmons who
Mrs. B. W. Ayres and son Gilbert
entered' school here this term visited Dr. Paul delivered' a Commencement visited Miss Alice Singer of Muncie
at the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, address at Macy, "lncKana last Thurs Saturday.
day evening. On Friday he left for
March 28-30.
Indianapolis where he spoke at the
Prof, and Mrs. Blodgett, Miss BernFred Wilde of the class of '2-2 vis Cadle tabernacle. Saturday he went net, Miss Knobb and Miss Janice
to Detroit where he preached on Sun Blodgett spent Saturday shopping in
ited chapel one day last week.
day, April 22.
Muncie.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wesley Pugh who
are on a charge at Uniondale, Indiana
Dean Ayres spent the week end at
j^ey
£ Zepp has been spending
attended the Eulogonian banquet, Indianapolis and Bloomington, In- a few days at his home here.
Saturday evening, April 14th,
diana.
Prof. B. R. Pogue and wife were
Miss Coleen Keller, a student of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vayhinger and jn Tipton Sunday, near which place
last year, visited here last week.
children of Muncie visited at the prof Pogue has been preaching every
Vayhinger home Sunday.
two weeks.
Mrs. Harlan Cleveland who has been
very ill with pneumonia is somewhat
Miss Helen Shoemaker visited her
Rev. and Mrs. Ross Hutsinpiller of
improved.
parents at Bluffton over the week Rome City, Rev. and Mrs. J. B. Vickend. Dr. and Mrs. Shoemaker just re- ery of Philedalphia and Fred Wilde,
Mrs. Stanley, the Indiana
State turned from spending the winter at all former students, were visitors here
President of the Womens Christian Florida.
Monday.
Temperance Union, gave a very in
Eight members of the Observation
teresting talk at the chapel Wednes
Miss Mildred Cady of Muncie vis
day morning, April 18.
ited her uncle Prof. Blodgett last teachers' classes of Taylor university
under the direction of Professor
week.
Mr. E. O. Rice, formerly a prom
Stanley, visited' Marion high school
inent business man of St. Paul, Minn
Miss Jessie Eaton is spending a last week Wednesday.
esota, spent several days here last few days in Indianapolis visiting Miss
The students studied the different
classes
of the History, English and
week.
Culla Pearl Sedwick.
other departments of the high school.
Miss Gilberta Wray of Marion spent This is just a part of the practical
Miss Fern Smith has been confined
to her room by illness for several Saturday with her parents Dr. and program of study introduced at Tay
lor university.
Mrs. Newton Wray.
days.
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some time to perfect the plans.
It was ten o'clock alt night when
Billy and Bob, accompanied by Schuman, started for the woods.
They
were armed with flashlights and car
ried shovels and spadies. They care
fully counted their steps between
each of the oak trees that were three
feet in diameter, and at the base of
the fourth tree they prepared to dig.
Schuman, who hated manual labor,
was ever able to receive a loan the
THE GOLDDIGGER
same day that he asked for it. Old took a spadte and began feverishly to
It was the night after commence- Uncle Johnny would always say, "I shovel the dirt from the roots of the
ment near a small middle west must sleep over it before I can de- tree. He soon became very warm and
college. There was no moon visible in cide," Invariably, if the borrower's threw aside his coat, next his hat.
the star-lit sky. A light breeze stirred credit was good he could go back Billy and Bob did not work one half
the branches of the forest trees, the next day and receive the money, as hard as this erstwhile loafer.
under which three college men silent- It was thought that during the night,
There was a crackling of the underly crept along in the darkness. Oc- Uncle Johnny would go to his hidden brush near by and he breathlessly
cassionally they whispered among treasure-house and count out the re- stopped and asked what such a sound
themselves as they counted
their quired number of gold coins. It was meant. Billy and Bob cautioned him
steps. Bob Jackson and Billy New- supposed to be buried somewhere in to keep quiet or some one might hear
kirk would nudge each other in the the vicinity of his old home."
him. Almost instantly there was
a
dark and chuckle to themselves ait
Shuman listened to this long recital sound like a night bird calling to its
the expense of Franklin Schuman. almost breathlessly and gasped, "Is mate. Amidst these sounds he shoveled
Franklin Schuman was a handsome it still buried,"
and spaded dirt away from the roots
senior, who had been born into a pov"Yes," said Billy, "The old iron of the tree, when there was a queer
erty-stricken home in an eastern city, kettle was never found and the old rattle in the bottom of the pit—had
He felt that his poverty was a dis- patent deed in grandfather's attic he struck "pay dirt"
Was a fortune
grace. He had, therefore, taken the gives a clew, I think."
almost within his grasp? With an aadvice of the sage and gone West.
"Couldn't we go tonight and search stonished gasp he leaned over and
By the sweat of his brow he was un- for the treasure?" asked Schuman.
drew forth an old iron kettle.
willingly working his way through
"Well you know," said
Billy, "I
There was a crash in the
Undercollege. He dreamed a great deal of can't spare the time until after exam- i3rusilj a shot rang out, quickly folthe fortune he expected to acquire, inations are over as it will be an all iowecj by another Run run for your
Gold was his goal. He told his class- night's job, and then our movements jjfe an(j take tp,e g0j,j wjth y0U," cried
mates that he expected to woo and might be questioned by the Dean and jjniy to Schuman
wed an heiress, but bemoaned the I must graduate this year as my plans
„ ,
...
,
, , ,.
- . ,, . ,,
. , „
. .
,
,
, ,,
Schuman, with a gasp, leaped to his
fact that there was none to be found for next year are made, and they are „ ,
.
in "this little hick town or among the as unalterable as those of the 'Medes 66,' ' % , ? f 6 °. 1S arms a"
rubes around." His estimate of the and Persians'. "
,maC\a mld dash' °ver 0gS' «***»**
environments of their beloved college
"I shall be glad to stay here all ,°W ,° aV01
^
,?W ,an8inf
thro^h Paf"
rankled in the breasts of Bob and summer, much as I dislike this little hranf*s> °V6r
f
vt;u
mi
,.
.1
.
.
,
„
., „
ure fields, never stopping until he
Billy. They told him the story of hick' town, ll I am well paid for my
, , /.
• fi_
i,
Olrt
A JnhnTiv
rWn*' hncn.VH
„»
reached h,s room in the dormitory
Q„u,
Old Unci
Uncle
Johnny Owens'
burried time," said Schuman."
and, there behind locked doors, much
asier it
Billy and Bob assure
torn and disheveled' he gasped for
would be to dig up the buried kettle they were certain they had located
before be
of gold than to woo and wed an heir- the hiding place of the kettle of goldt
the lid from
_ __
i.,
,
nis precious Kettle.
ml
esslrey did not care to disclose the lowhen
Among some old papers found in cation to any one until they were
removed the lid he found
an °'c' clotb baS and from this he
Billy's grandfather's attic was the old ready for a hard night's work
government deed to the land that
Of course Billy's' grandfather was drew forth a paper that was wed'ged
among numberless small stones—the
Uncle Johnny Owens had received to share in the fortune as it
when Van Buren was president. On
the back of it was a queer statement,
which read, "Three foot oak, fifty
feet, three foot oak twenty-three feet,
three foot oak, seventeen feet, three
foot oak."

buried on his farm. However, he was paPer reac* as follows: "Dig on, work
very indulgent with his grandson and °n' and' y0U may by your. own efforts
would allow him to share the treas- obta,n tbe riches for which you long
ure with a couple of chosen friends, bave sou£blt- Signed, your co-ed classaccording to Billy's version of the mates from the little hick town and
the rubes ar°nnd."
affair.

"Now Schuman," said Billy "if you
want to make some easy money why
don't you help us dig up the buried1
treasure," Uncle Johnny was known
to be very eccentric and to keep
his money in gold coin in a large
iron kettle with a tight fitting iron
lid. It was thought that he kept this
kettle buried somewhere, as no one

Meanwbile in the woods around the
Billy insisted that they work secretly and not arouse suspicion in the bole in tbe ground which Schuman
neighborhood. The night following bad dug, a goodly number of his classcommencement was chosen for more mates were enjoying the biggest joke
than one reason. The college author- of thelr whole college life,
ities would have no control over a
student who had safely passed his
examinations and had been given his
"When you meet temptation always
diploma, and then again it would take turn to the right."
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THE MAGICAL CHANCE OR
THE LITERATURE OF
ESCAPE
,When I heard- Professor Dallas
Lore Sharp deliver his lecture on The
Magical Chance I wanted to escape
the decorous and1 conventional round
of the class room and get out to the
open where the sun shines, the bees
hum and the drab fieldb wonder in
their dumb sleepy way what is hap
pening. It is Spring and I still want
to go for the blue birds are building
and the sky is flung with uhe white
spray of a drifting sea. I shall always
want to go to the woods and to wandjer along streams for there is some
thing there to see, to hear and to
be written about.
Whether I ever
write to be seen of men or no I know
nof, but I may learn in these hours
of silent musing how Dana, Thoreau,
Londbn and White found inspiration
in the silent places of escape.
It is strange, too, to note that
.though Thoreau got no farther than
Concord, New Hampshire in his little
skiff of escape he went far enough
to find a great literary
treasure.
Walc'ten Pond was but an hour's walk
from the fireside of his youth; and
we need not feel that the wonderful
tl ings of inspiration lie so many
thousands of miles from the place of
our abode, the Mississinewa River or
Horner's wooes may be far enough
irom our door to possess the treas
ure-trove of life.
Professor Sharp put us in love with
the out of doors and proved himself
capable of
inspiring the writer's
mind to higher and nobler endeavor.
N.ith an original philosophy and a
figurative language that brought his
ideas "clown to earth" our visitor
gained for himself a careful
and
ready hearing.
—B. R. Pogue.

CHARITY AND GRAMMAR
It seems that
College has hit
upon the right scheme for raising its
charity contributions. It raised $67.70
for charity by fining students one
cent for each mistake in grammar
made over the period of one week. In
this manner the college asked for no
donations, made no pleas, nor carried
on any campaign. Instead of these
much worn methods the authorities
charged the students according to
their ignorance or carelessness in the
use of their English. At thp outset, a
good-sized return was assured.
The
faculty knew the weakness of the av
erage college student.

While this deficiency in the care
ful use of English has helped, a worthy
cause in the above instance, it is well
to consider the significance of the
$67.70. This means that in the course
of one week, within the confines of
a small college like —
, 6770
grammatical mistakes were detected.
Such a figure might be expected if a
census were taken of a similar num
ber of boys from the New York
Bowery, but no one on the green
earth outside of the college professor,
would attribute that amount of mis
takes to the accredited students in an
institution of higher learning.
One may easily conjecture what the
results would be if such a system of
fines were installed at
. It may
be fairly said that this year's Com
munity Fund quota could easily be
raised by application of this method
over the whole year. And when the
effects of careless and slovenly speech
or writing are located in the care
less one's pocketbook, another result
will ensue. He is liable, very liable,
to pick up his heels in his English.—
The Reserve Weekly.
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back to the city.
However he bowed very low to
Hezekiah and said, "Good afternoon,
Hezekiah. I am quite glad to see you.
It's a beautiful afternoon, isn't it?"
"Don't call me Hezekiah, Cousin
Louis. Everyone calls me Hez here in
the farmyard," was his answer as
they started toward the little house
where Hez lived.
As they passed, the other fowls in
the barnyard, hurried out of their
way, and the hens all gathered to
gether and whispered about how
beautiful Louis was.
This pleased Louis very much and
he didn't mind the dirt he had to
wane through quite so much.
He staged one day, but fussed all
the time about the dirt, the poor
place where he had to sleep and the
common old grain to eat. Hez did his
best to make Louis have a good time,
but it was impossible.
The next afternoon as Louis got
inio his aeroplane to go back to the
city, he said, "If you want to know
what a good time really is just come
to the city.
I don't see how you
stand to live in the country. Good
bye!"
A STORY OF LOUIS
After Louis had gone poor old Hez
PEACOCK AND HIS COUN became very discontented with farmTRY COUSIN HEZEKIAH liie. After a week of being blue and
TURKEY-GOBBLER
discouraged he decided to go to the
By Doris Atkinson
city to visit his cousin Louis. He had
no aeioplane in which to ride, but he
Louis Peacock was a very very
had a little rickety Ford which he
beautiful bird who lived in a big
climbed into. He told Mrs. Turkeycage in the park of a large city. His
Gobbler and the children good-by
feathers were green and gold and
and started for the city.
everyone who saw him, thought he
ne arrived at the park at eleven
was tl e most beautiful fowl they
o'clock that night and there was no
had ever seen.
one to be seen anywhere. Quietly he
Vacation time came and the man
started insearch of Louis' cage. All
who had charge of him said he could
at once he heard the awfullest deep,
go anywhere he chose for his vaca
growl and turning he saw a big old
tion, if he would promise to be back
bear which he had awakened. He ran
again within a week. Louis thought
as fast as he could away from the
and thought and then decided to vis
bear's cage, but since he was too
it his
cousin, Hezekiah Turkeyscared to look where he was going,
Gobbler who lived in the country.
he ran right against a cage of lions
He wished to make a great impres
who jumped up to see what the
sion on Hezekiah, so he decided to
wear his tall silk hat, and his spec trouble was. Poor Hez was so fright
ened, he didn't know what to do. If
tacles with their long, black, silk
he only knew just exactly where
cord. Then, it came to him that if
Louis lived! He thought a moment—
he went in his aeroplane he could
and it only took a moment for him
make Hezekiah very jealous. So he
to decide just what to do. He turned
put on his "flying togs" and went in
around and quietly crept back to the
his aeroplane.
little Ford and started for home,
He landed in the meadow next to wondering what excuse he
would
the farmyard where his cousin lived give his wife for not visiting with
and proudly strutted towards Heze Louis a week as he had intended to
kiah who was running to meet him. do.
Louis can have his beautiful home
But, dear me! How careful he had
and good time if he wants it. I'll take
to be, not to get dirt on his beautiful the farm where I won't be scared out
feathers! It was so dusty he just felt of my wits," he thought as he
like turning right around and goinf ; chuckled to himself.
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that is bound to come, to keep this
whole generation from going over the
cataract of lawlessness and damna
tion.
Present Agencies Poor
But what do we conclude as to
prospects? Is the interdenominational
holiness movement a sufficient agency
to bring on the sanctifying revival?
Are the little full gospel churches
sufficient? Can the consecrated men
of the old churches be expected to
take time from their treadmill of
church programs to bring on the
holiness revival? To be frank, I see
no adequate agency, but I do see
lievers have the latent appetite and God, moving among the events of the
THE NEXT REVIVAL OF
we have the thing that answers to day, and I have more faith in Him
HOLINESS
that appetite we can continue to than in all the agencies. I believe He
Dr,. John Paul
practice the art of promoting holiness. wants us to have a Biblical, pentecostNo phase of the gospel is more ai revival. It is a human fault with
To be filled, you must have an ap pieachable than holiness.
Once we many ieaders in
interdenominapetite. All other conditions are swal are ourselves gripped by the truth tional holiness work for each to want
lowed up in the one condition, "Bless and anointed with the Spirit we have his brethren, and! to lose interest in
ed are they that hunger and thirst." that which lends itself to possibilities everything except his own little outThere is a desire that laughs at prices almost limitless in playing on the fit and the crowd that will march to
and scorns obstructions and moves chords of the human heart.
music. The lack of a broad unselfish_
with fearless decision in the direction
Make them hungry. This should be ness has condemned much of our
of the thing that satisfies. The Church our slogan.
If in my testimony or modern holiness movement to a place
of Christ is more in need of a heart personality or style of presentation of inferiority among the agencies of
stirred with a desire for holiness than there is anything that violates this the kingdom. The same is true of the
it is of doctrinal arguments about the slogan I should sit at Jesus' feet a denominational work.
The
little
deeper work.
while longer, for wisdtom
and for churches are sweet as heaven> and
There is a "truth of holiness"; there grace. Holiness cannot be promoted God is going to use the Httle holjnegs
is a mode of approach to the Biblical with the big stick. Overweening per- churches a little bit; but their policy
.
blessing; but the heart preoccupied sonalities or spectacular leaders may of taking care of themsel
by other things, unconscious of its browbeat or dazzle a few people into ing Qut of weakness> leads them tQ
need and Godfs supply, will not feed a holiness partisanship, and such peo- exclude from thejr columng tbe ad_
itself upon correct statements and! pie may get the fullness of a borrow- vel1isements of schools not under
fine sermons. It must be allured into ed enthusiasm; but the fullness of the their cate> and to guard ^ an
a passion. Latent in the soul of every blessing of the gospel comes only to of devout jea,0
eg ^
hnOA a
k/iKt
vr.1 L ,1 v, AIAV.
these rntho
who have
a Scriptural
hunger
believer is the faculty to hunger for rnoon
co- operation and helpfulness that
holiness, just as truly as the normal for it If without this we argue them woulc! be likely to giye st
th and
human body has the potential pas mto Jt by proving that 'The aPar success to their bre;Jlren who h
sions of the flesh; and when Christi sanctifies the gift' or club them into to be jn the other ljtt]e boatg
Th
ans lend themselves to meditations or it to avoid sole kind, of alternative never beckon tQ thejr
rs jn tfae
appeals on these lines you soon have what they have will not be Scriptural other sbip t0 help them tQ draw the
a church crying out for holiness. God o mess.
nej. jj. jg therefore feared that Provmade us to sustain His image and en
Very Much Needed
idence will never let their nets bejoy His fullness. Our feelings, pierNever was a holiness revival needed come so full but that they will be
verted by the things opposite to this, in the church more than today. There abundantly able to draw them withmay shrink as a full soul shrinks from is no disparagement or whine in this out calling their neighbors,
a honeycomb; but this shrinking is
statement. We need it to preserve the
Coming in Go'd's Way
soon overcome in people who have
right scale of values. We need it to
All these agencies will continue to
made an intellectual choice of God's
make us too hot for modernism. We work and God will not cease to honor
will.
need it to keep the devil from get- them in some measure. It is not mine
The conclusion is that among seri ting into our education. We need it to say that their existence is conous people who believe the Bible and with its perlect love so that our din- trary to God's will; but I am wonderaim to follow it there is a limitless ner bell of social service will not be ing if the deciding manifestation of
field for the testimony and proclama a cracked bell. We need it to give us the Spirit in the holiness revival for
tion of Scriptural holiness. That here enough audacity to preach repent- which we pray is not to be through a
and there they should reject it is ance and experimental religion and contagion of indtependence among the
not discouraging at all. Perhaps they judgment and hell without being Spirit-filled men of Methodism and
are rejecting our stupid methods; laughed out of court by the cocksure other old denominations, who will beperhaps they have stumbled at our philosophy of this shallow age. Final- come aroused from the folly of makfailure to adorn the doctrine; per ly, and' in other words, we need it as ing their pastorate an eternal treadhaps they are obsessed by a previous the essential flint and' steel to light mill, will foster
the spontaneous
misunderstanding; but so long as be- the fires of that old-fashioned revival movements of Divine Providence and
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piut on a revival which, under Godi
will clothe them with an authority
that can quench the arrows of autocrats and bring their people back to
the old-time religion.
No agencies
are to be despised, and none of us
should desire to prescribe the manner
in which the God-sent revival shall
come; but each of us should reckon
with his own faults, take heed that he
is not a hindrance, and keep the incense of his own expectant intercession always ascending before the altar,
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have a stated place in the home the Home Board. His work at presschedule for that day. The piano or ent is confined1 to the United! States
violin, coupled with the human voice, and the introducing of the Mission to
cannot be excelled)
for personal folk in Missionary schools,
culture.
Where no musical talent
He used as a text for his
first
exis'ts, use the phonograph or listen message, at Taylor, Mark 11:22. Of
over the radio. Good literature, the this text he said, "The great faithfulbest books and periodicals, will broad- ness of God is the main idea that the
Scripture wishes to bring out." His
en horizions.
Visitation of the sick, the aged, the main theme while at Taylor was "the
newcomers, or evangelistic prospects necessity of trusting in God s faithwill prove to be full of high Christian fulness."
values. The writing of friendly letters
Soon after the World War he and
may be a substitute for personal pres- his wife returned to China and beGOOD SUNDAYS NECESSARY ence.
gan to establish mission stations in
FOR TRULY CHRISTIAN
Make Sunday a time for better ac- Central China.
They met with a
HOMES
quaintance with God, with your fam- great deal of opposition in 'this work.
ily, with nature, with friends, with This came in the form of riots, and
If home religion is not developed strangers. Make it a holy d'ay. "The there happened to be one of them in
on Sunday, 'the best part of a week, sabbath was made for man."
each locality where they arrived and
then it stands a very poor chance on
—Western Christian Advocate, began the work but by counting on
:
every other day.
God's faithfulness He soon cleared aBad Sundays are a menace to the
DR. HOWARD TAYLOR
way the difficulties and now the
work is carried on in peace.
home's best interests.
Sundays are
AMONG OUR VISITORS
bad when they furnish little spiritual
The Chinese at present respect the
encouragement. The making out of a
Taylor University was pleased to Americans above others because they
list of entirely prohibited activities is have Dr. Taylor and his secretary, appreciate what the United States did
impossible, since almost any deed may Dr. F. H. Stephens as visitors. Dur- for them in the Boxer Rebellion,
become an imperative duty on some iRg their visit Dr. Taylor delivered
There are many bandits in China
occasion. It is the formation of a hab- several lectures and sermons, each one ant) Dr. Taylor has been wonderfully
it of questionable things that is to be of them was appreciated very much delivered from them many times by
condemned. Standards for Sunday ob- by those who heard him. These disOn one occasion he was capturservance refer more to customary courses encouraged the faith of many. ecj an(j they threatened to murder
routine than to any single event.
Dr. Howard. Taylor is a son of Dr. him, yet God delivered him when his
Tinkering around the automobile J. Hudson Taylor, the founder of the work among them was finished,
on Sundays is to be deplored.
Why China Inland Mission and the man
Some of their hearts were touched
use this sacred day for mending tires, who was instrumental in the conver- an(j jt resulted in the saving of some,
grinding valves, or even oiling? Gard- sion of thousands of Chinese also the
jn another sermon he told his audening, painting, papering, and repair- man whose faith has encouraged tens jence that the most important thing
ing about the house should be ban- of thousands to go through with God. for a Christian to know was what God
ned as Sunday occupations.
Much
The China Inland Mission has been wished them to do.
seven-day-a-week work would be a-. run 0n the faith line for fifty-seven
He said that the Inland Mission
voided, if a desire for better Sundays years. During which time they have wanted men who have the love of
were more deep-seated.
asked no man for money. It has been God in their hearts, men who believe
Women need to watch carefully a- a simple reliance on God that made in the Word of God, love the Lord
gainst excessive cooking, sweeping, SUch a record possible.
with all their soul, with their whole
entertaining, pressing clothes, and
Dr. J. H. Taylor began to trust God heart, and are willing to Stand hardelaborate dressing of themselves and for his needs when a youth and con- ness, men who are consecrated to the
families on the Sabbath.
tinued to do so throughout his life, whole service of God among the
Making Sunday largely a time for He studied medicine, 'then at the age heathen. They want men and women
joy-riding,
big
dinners,
baseball of twenty-one went into China and wi'th as much education as possible,
games, excursions, and picture shows took up work in a hospital. One of his but they do not designate the ais a sure way to the destruction of first experiences was a shortage of mounts only that prospective misfamily piety and domestic happiness, provisions in the hospital and; at the sionaries should secure a high school
Practical ways of s|pending a good! same time no means of supiply ex- training.
Sunday need to be kept prominent, cept through God and to Him he went
A missionary taking up work in the
Attendance at church is the lowest in prayer. This resulted in relief by Inland Mission will be placed with
common denominator for all Christi- God's help, before anyone suffered,, folk of the same denomination in so
ans. In addition are opportunities for
His prayers for supplies were re- far as it is possible,
teaching, leading, praying, singing, lieved to a considerable
extent
The Mission puts the emphasis on
and speaking
'
through George Muller. The Mission the evangelistic phase of the work. It
Where small children are in the has experienced many remarkable believes the whole Bible to be the inhome, Sunday affords the best occas- answers to prayer not only for money spired Word of God. It takes God for
ion for having them commit to but for more missionaries.
healing of illness of the body,
memory prayers, creeds, catechisms,
Dr. Howard Taylor
is a Dr. of
The school has joined the Mission
and Scripture passages. Stories and medicine. He has been working for in prayer that the work in China
pictures can make that hour memor- the China Inland Mission for thirty- might have a greater influence for
able. At least family worship should three years, He is now employed by the saving of souls.
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MISSIONARY SHOT
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the stalk of the gun. The Drs. said; bridge only to find their idea of a
they never saw a man hit in so many bridge over which an auto should try
Nanking, China. Feb. 12, 1923. places and not one of the shot caus- to pass was very different from what
Dear brother Ayres:
ing any serious injury.
I certainly experience had taught us, so we
Your letter of November 4, which was most providentially protected. It showed them what lacked and returnshould have been answered long ago, was only possible to remove three of ed home. About three weeks later,
has just come to my attention today, the shot, so I still am carrying 11 BBs which happened to be the last day of
As far as we know, we are per- around with me, and feel as goodi as the year, they again assured us everymanently located here with Mr. Black- I did before. I have had about every- thing was ready
stone, under the Stewart Evangelistic thing happen to me now but being
Fortunately for us, Bro. Longworth
Funds. We have been here a year and hung, and I can assure you that I wished to accompany us, and when
a half now, and in one more year we shall look with suspicion on every plenty of lunch was prepared, we
get our furlough. The Funds are to piece of rope that I see especially if started about 7:30 a. m. from Malanje.
be reorganized this coming year and it looks like it has a noose in the endl We found that intervening rains had
there will possibly be a new adminI must close now. Mrs. Culver joins washed bad holes in the road but as
istration; but so far as we know we me in sending the warmest regards to there is no place where a Ford! can't
will continue in this work upon our you and Mrs. Ayres, ^.nd we hope go, we went on. When we reached
return to China. Our work is in direct that this will find you both in good the river we found that the bridge
connection with the conference work health, We watch the Echo for news hardjy measured up to the minimum
which is being carried on under the of the old friends, and seldom fail to of a standard for auto bridges, and
Funds and we enjoy it very much, find something in each issue of the yet it was within the range of posiYou have probably heard that O. C. keenest interest.
bility that she might
cross.
We
Brown has returned to America.
Very sincerely yours,
emptied the car of all i't£ load and
Chas. P. Culver with Mr. Longworth goipg ahead to
I was very sorry that my poor
indicate an extra inch of soft dirt
health forced me to give up my work
in the Methodist Mission, but since
A THRILLING INCIDENT on one side or the other of the all too
narrow bridge, Mr. Wengatz careful
my operation for internal goiter, two
ly guided her over. Much was the re
years ago, I have had the best of
Missao Americana
joicing of the people when they saw
health and am heavier by 20 pounds
Malanje, Angola, Africa.
the first car on the other sidle of the
than I was at Taylor.
Jan. 29th, 1923.
Lombe.
Weldon, who was a baby when we
left Taylor, is in the hospital here, My <fear friends:
The mules and ricksha we had' sent
having had an operation for appendiI have just sent a general letter along in case we could not cross with
citis last week.
He is doing very to be published in the South African the car were n°t needed and were
nicely and will be out some time this Christian Advocate, to which I have 1®^ to the care of the school boys
week. I had what might have been a made all of you subscribers, but fear- w'h° had gone with them, while we
very serious accident this winter. I ing it will take a long time to reach continued happy on our way.
was out hunting with a few friends in you, have decided to send it to you
The road they had made was a
a locality where both pheasants and direct.
fine one and' straight as a white man
deer are plentiful. We were going aThe thing 1 particularly want to would have made it. We sped along
long about fifty paces apart, when write you about is how we spent the nicely except for soft dirt in places,
we surpised a dleer and he ran be- last, day of the old year.
Mr. Wen- Nothing in the way of a vehicle had
tween me and the man on my left, gatz and I had1 for some time been ever passed over the road and the
He carried a shot gun loaded with BB wanting to visit Missula, a native sta- natives had not always walked in the
shot. As the deer ran between us he tion about 18 miles from Malanje, and! right place to make a good track for
fired in his excitement, and missing the people had been anxiously invit- us. We arrived about 9:30 to the great
the deer he filled me full of lead. I ing us to come. There was a bad but delight of the village people and
was hit in fourteen places.
I got passable road as far as the Lombe found one of the cleanest well kept
seven shot in my left leg, three in my river which is about half the distance, villages we had ever seen. The thing
right, one in my right hand, one in and the people of the village made an that attracted us most was fruit trees
my right elbow, one in my left agreement to make a road on the oth- all fenced in and hanging full of
shoulder, and one hit me in the front er half over which we might pass with fruit. They even had an attempt at
of the neck passing through
and the Ford. The greatest difficulty was a green lawn, with neatly hoed out
lodging somewhere in
my right a bridge over which to . cross the walks on the sides. The little chapfel
shoulder. I had my gun across in Lombe for it was about 300 feet wide still bore its Christmas decorations of
front of me, and two shot that other- at the road. The heavy rains delayed palm leaves and flowers most of it
wise would have struck me in the the work but finally they said it was looking already tired and weary of
stomach struck my right hand and ready. We drove out one day to the the Christmas week.
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The native worker, an old man, the gas there was and if it pulled out
THE SOLID ROCK
came in ready for the service.
He to keep on going till I got on a solid
CHRIST JESUS
happened to be the father of the place. Well, I did, and it went perhaps
converted prodigal of whom I wrote a mile and slowly began to sink into
you last year, (By the way this prod the mud again. I increased the gas Sometimes I hear the Heav'nly Bells
Ringing within my soul;
igal is now the school teacher in that but the wheels only spun around and
place and as far as we know is run the car felt as if it would turn over, Sometimes I see the cross so near,
ning well.) The old man had another so I decided to kill the engine and Which points me to the goal;
The music of the Seraphims
prodigal son of which he sat down wait for the men.
Do to my soul impart
and told us. This son though not al
I had happened to Stop near a vil
lowed to live in the village with his lage and several men came running How blessed 'tis to walk with Him
father, came to the meeting that out to see what was passing. When I Who's Master of my heart.
morning. The service was interesting. got out, (it was only sprinkling then)
Mr. Wengatz preached a stirring they made all sorts of exclamations The "Rock of Ages" so sublime
sermon and the people were unmis and began to peek through the side From sin hath set me free;
takably touched. On invitation to curtains looking for the men. Just The blood-stained banner was madle
mine
seek Christ, eight responded, among then they appeared over a little rise
them the other prodigal boy.
Oh, and the natives began to shout "Mu- Through Christ of Galilee.
how he prayed! It reminded me so hatu ueza uheka ue, male ale kuenda I gave to Him my life and said,
much of the meeting a year ago, when hoxi!" (Why the woman has come a- "Lord Jesus here am I";
1
his brother prayed through that I lone an,d| the men are walking!) Un My final consecrated "Yes"
Was
my
sincerest
cry.
looked up to see if I could be mis- heard of thing! It would not have so
takened in which of the boys it real happened in their country. Had any
ly was. All the seekers professed to one needed to walk ,the woman sure O Master let me see Thy Face
find peace in their hearts. Then fol ly would have had the first chance, Some diay when life Is o'er;
Thy Holy Name I want to praise
lowed the ritualistic part of
the
The native men pushed us until we
service where eight adiults were bap got a good start and1 for promise of Now and forevermore.
tized, eight were taken on probation, pay, followed us to the river in case Eternity is drawing nigh—
eight were received into full connec we needed them again. As we neared Have I lived well for Thee?
tion and four couples were married the river, what was our great joy O Christ, may I have done my best
with the Christian ceremony. Eijght when we found that it had been the When Thy dear Face I see.
—F. J. Link.
must have been a lucky number that dividing line of the storm and on the
day.
bridge it had barely sprinkled. Who
When the service was over it was can say that God did not hear and
WALKING WJTH CHRIST
already 12:30 and alas! it had begun answer that prayer so weak in faith,
Elizabeth Clarke Hardy
to rain. Through the marriage cere carefully we crossed and then sud
mony which came last,
all I could denly—it being 3:30 we remembered "It matters not that day by day
think about was that soft dirt and that we had not eaten. We did justice We journey on an unknown way;
the narrow bridge over which we to tie lunch without bothering to Or that the path we cannot see,
had to cross before we could reach "dress for dinner." You should have If Christ but walks with you and me.
home. I prayed, though I fear without seen tie white clothes besmeared
"Long time ago we know he walked
too much faith, that it wouldn't rain from head to foot with mud.
a|t the bridge, which was only a
When we finally reached home and With simple fisher folks and talked;
structure of short crooked poles cov reviewed ourselves and our posses In far-off lands beside the sea,
ered over with grass and muck, and sions, we were indeed thankful to So will he walk with you and me.
set up on crotched sticks. I knew that find that the worst damages were
if it did rain there an attempt to three worn out bodies and a broken "His kindly voice we may not hear,
But still his promises are dear;
cross over would be altogether too automobile spring.
His lovingkindness full and free
dangerous an undertaking.
Thus ended the year 1922.
As when he walked in Galilee.
Yours most sincerely,
As the rain increased, we jumped
Susan T. Wengatz
hurriedly into the car and with much
"We do not need to see the way,
P. S, We hope to get home about
less time than the folks wanted to
We do not need our steps to stay;
July
and
plan
then
to
see
you
and
take for good-byes, we started out for
For he will lead us, if we will,
home. We forgot it was past dinner our clear old Alma Mater. J. E. W. In pastures green, by waters still.
time and we hadn't eaten. As the rain
"Christian Perfection does not free "In times of old when he was near,
came harder and the soft dirt got
wetter, we did just what you would one from the possibility of sinning. His fisher friende had naught to fear;
supp»ose—stuck in the mud. Mr. Long- We can not accept the teaching of So are we safe if Christ to-day
worth and I tried! to push out but in 'once in grace, always in grace'." We Within our heart has come to stay.
vain, so we decided I had better try have known persons who were once in
to drive and let Mr. Wengatz push, grace who are now in disgrace, and
"It takes determination to carry us
though I am only an amateur and we feel sorry for them.
on, and! only bull-dog grip and hard
must say I had rather pushed had I
"Free Agency is not destroyed in work will result in success; whatever
been able. They pushed it out, but in any degree of grace. During all our you have made up your mind to do,
the if it's a worthy calling, stick to it—a few minutes we stuck again and this probationary life we will have
time they had to dig it out. (Fortun power to choose, and may yield to the world is too full of quitters as it
ately we had taken a spade along.) temptation and commit sin. But we is, and no worthy American has a
right to be one."
Mr. .Wengatz told me to give it all shall not be compelled to do so."
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A WORLD VISION

less striving after the Spirit of Him
who said, "Thou shalt love thy neigh
bor as thyself." When this Spirit you
obtain, "Sons and daughters shall
prophesy, and young men shall see
visions and old
men shall dream
dreams."
Such a vision tendfe to bring free
dom from the opinions ana notions of
a gain-saying world. It takes the
fickelness out of life and gives an
impetus that propels our little bark
through every storm that may arise
upon the sea of life, and brings us
out without wreck or loss.
The
Christian worker who has such an
impulse in life needs not fear the
taunts and jeers of the world or of
his own household, for he is not
"tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine," but he
presses on without fear or favor and
blazes a trail where others fear to
tread He is often critized, ridiculed
and condemned for his progressiveness and peculiarity, but they are
only stepping stones to greater fields
of usefulness into which he passes
while his abashed accusers are com
pelled to stand asidie in envy and hu

When we speak about a vision, oc
casionally, some people become alarmed and think that we have been
"seeing things". But we purpose to
say nothing about visions, but that
which is safe, sane and fully possible.
By the term we mean the mental or
spiritual perception of the actually
physical unseen, which comes only to
those who have a keen visual sense
of the needs of the world.
There are numerous ways by which
a worldl vision may be obtained. These
ways are not easy.
A lazy pferson
may hopelessly entertain a desire for
such a vision, but he will ultimately
learn that that which is of real
worth is seldom obtained without
great effort. The world has little use
for an indolent person and! especially
so if he is professing to be a minister
of the Gospel. For it is be above all
others, who should' have a mental and
spiritual vision—and what a disap
pointment to the world and to God if
he has not. Reader, would you seek a
vision that is world wide? Then think
not that you may obtain it in one
day or night, but rather by uncease- miliation. How church ecclesiasticism

despises the man of God' who has a
world vision and( who is too large to
fit
into its diminutive program.
Every conceivable scheme is perpretrated to bind this brother and
send him to some "hard scrabble cir
cuit," but when this is done some
times his enemies are amazed to hear
that revivals are breaking out, peo
ple are flocking to hear the Truth
and souls are finding God.
Such a ministry, whether it be as
a student, a teacher or a preacher,
brings results. It has in times past
and it does today. Was not St. Paul
a man with a world vision? Were not
scores of others such as Savanarola,
Luther, Knox, Wesley, Moody, Finney
and our own beloved Bishop Wm.
Taylor, men who had burning in their
souls a vision that swept the world?
Through the efforts of such men
thousands of people have been saved
from wreck and1 ruin.
The need today of men anc) women
who have a worldl vision is very
great. There is a great prize offered
for such people but few are compet
ing. Too many are content with the
superficial, easy-going way of living
and are not feeding the hungry mul
titudes that are at their gate crying.
"Where there is no vision, my people
perish." Students and friends, by what
kincl of a vision are you guided? Is
it one dimmed by popularity, honor,
or fame? Or, is it as clear and bright
as a noon-day sun that gives warmth
and cheer to all upon whom it falls?
If it is of the former type you have
seen your best days. If of the latter,
untold possibilities and blessings as
numberless as the stars, lie before
you.

GETTING OUT A PAPER
Getting out a paper is no picnic.
If we print jokes, folks say we are
silly.
If we don't, they say we are too
serious.
If we publish original matter, they
say we lack variety.
If we publish things from other
papers, we are too lazy to write.
If we stay on the job, we ought to
be out rustling news.
If we are rustling news, we are
not attending to business in our own
department.
If we don't print, contributions, we
don't show proper appreciation.
If we do print them, the paper is
filled with junk.
Like as not some fellow will say we
swiped this from an exchange.
So we did.
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CHRONICLES

noticed by all that Don Wing wais the
Quite a number from here attended
—
only one that had the full course.
Conference at Kokomo, April 8, Bishop
April 7—The Philo-Thalo girls play
April 15—Many of us went to the Leete gave a very fine sermon in 'the
their last Basket Ball game of the Methodist Church to hear the life morning. In the afternoon the ordinseries. The Thalos are victors. The story and experience of Mr. E. O. ation of Deacons and Elders took
spoils—several black eyes.
Rice of our school. place. Seven Deacons were ordained,
April 8—Miss Caris, a missionary
April 16—Blue Monday.
four of which were T. U. boys. Among
from China, gives a talk to the girls
April 17—A beautiful d|hy. We hope those who were there were the followin Swallow-Robbin parlors. She dis- thait spring is here to stay.
ing: Dr. and Mrs. John Paul, Mrs. L.
plays some of the natives handiwork.
April 18—Three
of our young H. Jones, Prof. Stanley, Mr. and Mrs.
April 9—Mr. J. Howard Taylor and ladies were down town for dinner. M. O. Abbey, Misses Guiler, Atkinson,
Mr. Stevens, returned missionaries One of their party was not temperate Larson, Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Jennings,
from the China Inland Mission gave in eating, consequently could hardly Clarence Olson, Edwin Briggs, Mr.
a series of very interesting lectures, walk home.
and Mrs. Mont Oliver, Prof. FensterApril 10—We hear rumors that we
April 19—We are glad to welcome macher, Cyrus Paul, Hubert Higgins,
are going to have new porch furni- Mr. Walter Rose to our school once and John Denbo.
ture for swallow-Robin Dormitory.
more.
April 11—We wish to inform Mr. .
. . . „
, . . ., . ,
, "There is not a sinSle Phase of the
-.
, that
, . ,his
• cap was found, ,, I want
vou what I think of complex
of the
that
rnrnr)ipx riroblem
Brigg.s friends
, to tell
...
promem oi
tne church
cnurcn inai
f
,
. .
„ „
„ i • the modern social service program
ot
p; nri 1Cb
;p„ solution
solution
at the
no, Ilna
6
in the
pitcher in Swallow-Robin ,
..
.
.. aoes not
at me
^
education, soup, soap, clothes medi- famiiy altar."
Dormitory.
cine, etc.
The world does not need
April 12 College Prayer Service, these things in a sense. It needs God.
„
,
,
j ,•
. .
. _.
.
, .
How get hearts touched and stirT ,,
0
April
13—The
Literary
Society
is
Give
it
all
these
substitutes
and
it
,
„
.
. ,
y
,
,
. .
. c
, , , t..
.
red for God?" You can't gelt an icicle
postponed a week, giving way to S. will lead only to destitution and misery
degrees
below
at
P's. to town in order to hear Miss If we 1propose to supply these things t0
/P
,
,R
„
,
, „ ., ,
, ,,
. ,
,
,
,,
, zero to make an icicle weep, warm
Daugherty s Recital and others prefer without God we have an endless and
,
,
„ ,
Tin
,, .,
. „
..
,
, it pp. To melt cold hearts, warm
Parlor Dates. While thus engaged the forever unsatisfactory job on hand.
„
ln£s UPlights went out, which was, we might if we (give men Goid they will get the
say, to their advantage.
rest, the soup and soap and clothes
April 14—A new feature at
T. U. and all. If a man absolutely obeys
"The church needs power.
But
The Eulogonian Debating Club hold God, he will not lack these things, power does not come out of plenty;
their banquet in the gymnasium. The Buit he is in a bad fix, and always will it comes out of poverty, that poverty
menu called for "Beans" but it was be, if he lacks God."—Dr. Paul.
that tfusts God for everything."

This is the last week of the

Community Courier Campaign
Remember, for $1.50 you get a full year's subscription to the Courier and
a $1.50 Courier Coupon Book (for 25c extra you can also get a fine large
Indiana map); for $3.00 you get three full years' subscription (a saving
of $1.50 right there) and a $3.00 Coupon Book and a MAP FREE.

Every campus resident should take the local paper. Now
is a g-ood time to begin, as you can cash in your coupons
in the Upland stores and get your money back in a short
time.
Mr. A. C. Thompson or Mr. Paul Kepple will take your subscription
and give you a Courier Coupon Book.
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firmative was upheld by Mildred Radaker and Florence Willison, the neg
ative by Mrs. Jennings and Wilodene
Countryman. The decision was in fav
or of the negative.
On April 14 the club visited the
Eurekas and received much informa
tion about the "tense of verbs", the
world war and enthusiasm in debat
ing. It was a profitable and enjoyable
hour and' one well spent.
The door of Room 5 is open on Sat
EULOGONIANS
urday evenings to visitors and the
Mnankas will welcome you. Come and
On Saturday, April the seventh a visit us!
crowd of enthusiastic Eulogonians
—M. B. K.
met in the library at six-thirty. In the
absence of the president, Mr. Pilrgrim
YOLUNTEER BAND
capably filled the chair. The chaplain,
Mr. Link, opened the session with the
We expected a member of the facul
reading of the first Psalm. After a ty of Nyack to address the Band on
snappy business session the question, April 2, but were disappointed in this.
Resolved that France is justified in However, the Lord provided a leader.
entering the Ruhr District, was de Rev. Frank Long, a former studfent,
bated. The affirmative, was upheld brought to us a native Armenian who
by Messrs Ernest Smitn and Donald spoke to us. His message proved to be
Wing. Messrs H. J. Ockenga and John a great blessing to the
Band.
His
Link took the opposite side of the father and mother were killed by the
question. The entire club acted as Turks when he was only a boy. Be
judge. It awarded the honors to the ing the oldest of the family, he took
affirmative team. The
critic,
Mr. care of his brothers and sisters. Last
Bowe, gave some very interesting and October eight members of his family
helpful remarks.
were killed in the Smyrna massacre.
The "gym was given a surprise in Nothing less than the power of God
the nature of a Eulogonian Banquet could hold a man steady under such
on Saturday, April the fourteenth. trials. He said himself, "I would faint
This is reported in another column or fall if Jesus did not hold! me up."
of this issue.
On /pril 9 the Band did not meet in
—C. Gegan '26. its regular session owing to the fact

On April seventh the club met as
usual in room nine at 6:30.
The
question for debate was, Resolved
that all German territory on the west
bank of the Rhine should be ceded to
France. The affirmative debators
were Mr. Taber and Mr. Wells, the
negative Mr. Gartrel and Mr. Squire.
The affirmative argued that it was
best politically,
economically, and
morally. The negative argued that it
was disastrous for the same reasons.
However, the affirmative carried the
decision of the judges.
After the critic's report an op
portunity was given for other mem
bers of the club to say anything that
they wished about the debate. This
led to an argument between
some
members which resulted in Mr. Stod
dard challenging Mr. Christensen to a
debate. The challenge was accepted.
It was decided to have the debate at
the next regular meeting of the club.
At 6:30 the next Saturday night a
that the representatives of the China
large group of expectant members
MNANKA
Inland Mission held a service for the
and visitors were seen in room 9
entire student body at eight o'clock.
anxiously waiting for the debate to
—Otto W. Michel '24.
begin. The number increased, and the The Mnankas are coming right to the
club found that it was necessary to front with a determination to make
adjourn to Society Hall for the de this the best term of the year. Each
bate. Here it was joined by its two member feels the responsibility of d)oing her part to make the club a suc
sister clubs.
The question for debate was, Re cess, and is responding with alacrtty
solved that France is as warlike as when called upon. A committee has
Germany. The affirmative was upheld been appointed to meet with a com
by Mr. A.
C. Thompson and Mr. mittee from our sister club, the Soan,Christensen, while Mr. Stoddhrd and getahas, to arrange for a joint meet
Mr. Holterman fought for the nega ing. Plans are being made for a so
tive. After a heated argument, dur cial event to be given in the near
ing which many reflections were cast future.
upon the character of the French and
On April 7, another question of
the Germans, a standing vote was much interest was debated, Resolved:
taken for the decision of the judges. That girls should be required to take
The affirmative won by a small maj a course in Manual Training. The af
ority.
The club then had a short business
session and the following triangular
Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way
debators were elected1: First team, Mr.
And You'll Realize Real Eyes
Young and Mr. A. C. Thompson; Sec
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND.
ond team, Mr. Loptson and Mr. Cook;
Third team, Mr. Ketcham and Mr,
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies
Taber.
—W. D. A. '24.

"In the Springtime"
Get your

Tennis Supplies
at

»
T. U. BOOKSTORE ij

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
HOLINESS LEAGUE
"Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth."
Friday evening, April 6, Mrs, Hutsinpillar
addressed the
Holiness
League. The reporter, though unable
to attend, is informer that a splendid
service was enjoyed by all.
On April 13, although another at
traction was bidding for the presence
of the student body a good attendence
was noted. The service was opened
with the singing of such hymns as
"The Solid Rock", "How Firm a
Foundation",
"And the End is Not
Yet." They were just old fashioned
enough to typify the "Old Time Salva
tion" for which we stand. Truly, they
brought the Glory.
Following the song service, and an
inspiring season of prayer, our leader,
Miss Lortz, sprang a happy surprise
on the league when she announced
Dr. Paul as the speaker of the hour.
He brought a very helpful message
to us from Hebrews 12:13-15. One of
the predominate thoughts was, in sub
stance: your responsibility increases
in proportion to the Light which you
receive. It is your 'reasonable service'
to aid the brother or sister who has
not reached a more mature stage af
ter the New Birth than you have. Heb.
12:13 "Make straight the paths for
your feet, lest that which is lame
be turned out of the way; hut let
it rather be healed."
We join in thanking God for His
continued blessings. Let us continue
to "follow peace with all men, and
Holiness without which no man shall
see the Lord.
—G. J. S. C. '25.

THE PENNSYLVANIA
AUXILIARY
The Auxiliary's Praise and Prayer
"Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all
that is within me, bless
His holy
name."
"Our Father, we praise and thank
Thee for Thy presence in our midst.
Thou hast been with us in a wonder
ful
way these past few weeks,
strengthening our hands and clearing
our minds. We would ask Thee to
continue Thy work in the ensuing
days and weeks.
"Our Father, we thank Thee for
giving us encouragement through Thy
special servants. Be with us in our
Wednesday night prayer services, we
pray, and bless us and our praying
friends as we daily serve Thee. We
ask in the precious name of Thy Son.
Amen."
—F. A. Rowland '26.

HURRAH!
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CARTER'S COME TO TOWN! The store for all the people.
Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-wear, Shoes and Men's Furnishings.
200-202
WEST MAIN ST.

CLEANERS
DYERS
Send Orders by Parcel Post.

OFFICE 120 W. 3rd ST.

|

1

MARION, IND.

Toilet Sundries
Stationery

Sporting Goods
Physician's Supplies

The Pioneer Drug Store

1
|
i

HENRY BLAKES
STORE

Hartford City, Indiana

'Always" A Superior Grade.

I

FORMERLY

CARTER
The Price Cutter

LONG'S

Dry

j
j

The ^t&-XaJUL Stare

Upland,

Indiana
Paints |
Wall Paper j

Kodaks
Books

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES

»

FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALFANT
The Home of Hart, Schaifner & Marx Clothes

i

I

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who
crade here a full measure of value for their money.

Always
something of
interest
at the big
Weiler
Stores

masnnsnam
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Largest
Distributors
of quality
merchandise
in eastern
Indiana

{

|
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place of Mr. Clench. Mr. Young Han
Choo was chosen by the club to con
vey to the "Echo" readers the Cos
Marion, Indiana
We said we'd be busy, didn't we, mopolitan news.
We are very glad to say that our 1402 Glass Block
Phone 384 .
Philos? At a called meeting of the
Special Inducements to Students |
Philo members, Miss Joyce Spalding Cuban friend, Mr. Henry Casanas,
was elected as our president.
Mr. former student of Taylor, is with us
Chang had tendered his resignation. for the period of ten or more days to
Other elections were, Mrs. Salter, bid farewell to his old friends here.
essayist, and Mr. Harold Eaton, man At the same time he is making hosts
of new friends. He is planning to go
BEN BRADFORD
ager of Baseball activities.
On the evening of April 16, an un back to his homeland in a short time.
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
usual program had been prepared. As I appeal to all of our Cosmopolitan
[Upland
Indiana
usual, all were gathered in Schriener Club members and the student body
auditorium. Miss Joyce Spalding gave to remember him in prayer so that he
the president's address. Then after the may be a blessing to his own people
invocation had been offered, the audi as he goes back to them.
Watch next issue for something
ence was asked to adjourn to the
—Young Han Choo C 27.
gymnasium. Of course all were curi new.
All the latest
ous to see what the, "excitement" was.
Sheet Music
Did we enjoy those games?
"The
SOANGETAHA
Victor Records
reds", proved themselves to be bet
Player Rolls
In the meeting of the Soangetaha
ter spellers than the "blues."
Mr.
Steinway
Well says he doesn't like those "lady Debating Club on April seventh the
Pianos and
barbers". These are some of the re spring term debate between the
other leading
marks, resulting from the games. The Mnankas and Soangetaha clubs was
makes of
best was reserved until the last, how briefly discussed. By the unanimous
Pianos and
consent
of
the
club
it
was
decided,
ever, for the ice cream with the,
Player Pianos
"music", and the "sermon", were ex subject to the decision of the Mnanka
club,
to
dispense
with
the
debate
cellent.
"Nuff said," Philos. Let's continue as the by-laws governing the interMarion, Ind.
club debating make the debate op
the good work."
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent
—Reporter, C. W. GrOth. tional in the spring term. Following
the business session the question
Resolved that France is justified in
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB
entering the Ruhr valley" was well
We very much regret to announce and interestingly debated. Miss Col
that one of our charter members left lins and Miss Morton ably supported
us at the beginning of
the spring the affirmative side and Miss Hesterm. This young* man was from Can senauer and1 Miss Lindsey the nega
ada. He has been here for two years tive. The decision was rendered in
Opposite Glass Block
and a half in preparation
for the favor of the affirmative. Miss Beale,
MARION, INDIANA
Lord's work abroad. We all remember the critic pro tern, then gave us a
how his spiritual life has grown since very, valuable critic's report.
he came here.
On the evening of April fourteenth
Constant waiting on God, gave him the Soangetahas visited the Eureka
a great passion for dying souls who Debating Club and were delighted
do not have the privileges of hearing with the debate they heard there. We
the Glad Tidings which our Heavenly extend a cordial invitation to the
Father graciously sent to us through Eurekans and others who are interest
His beloved Son Jesus Christ who died ed to join us in our meetings.
on the cross that man might be saved
—F. A. Rowland '26.
from darkness. Recently he was so
burdened in soul that he felt that he
THALONIAN LITERARY
could not stay in school any longer.
SOCIETY
Sinners were dying without Christ!
Finally he decided to go out into the
"A bird in the hand is worth two
world to save some soul before it was in the bush." Also, "An S. P. down
too late. Therefore, he left for Chi town is worth more than one to Lit
cago not long ago where he is work erary society." This was demonstrated
ing his way through and preaching to the satisfaction of many couples
the Old Time Gospel during spare when Miss Rosabelle Daugherty pre
time. Let us pray for our Canadian sented the Japanese operetta in the
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
brother, Mr. Clench, so that God's town hall on Friday, the thirteenth of
SPECIAL RATES TO
work may be glorified in this world. April. On account of this the Thalos
STUDENTS
On April 5th, President Chang call postponed their program and went to
421-422 Marion National Bank
ed a special session at 6:00 p.m. and town and thoroughly enjoyed them
Marion, Ind.J
elected a new reporter to fill the selves.
—C. Gegan '26. [Phone 246

PHILALATHEAN
LITERARY SOCIETY

Dr. 0. M. Flinn
DENTIST

House of Butler

SHOE CO.

Ralph C. Cottrell

PRAYER BAND
There's a sound of a going in the
mulberry trees." Explaining and ac
commodating the figure, the mul
berry tree is the body of Christ in
Taylor University; the leaves are the
individual members; the Holy Spirit is
the divine breeze, the pneuma that
breathes and moves among
the
leaves; the agitation of the leaves is
the avtivity of prayer.
During the
year there has been a gentle sway
ing and at times producing a faint
murmur. But who that has any spirit
ual perception has not been con
scious of a recent and more violent
agitation amony the leaves?
Gentle
swaying has been increased to a
shaking and the murmur has been
raised to "a sound". What is the sig
nificance?
The Spirit is unmistakably working
in a new way in our midst. The air
is pregnant with prayer. While prob
ably the majority are not intensely aroused yet the increased number of
those who are burdened are creating
an atmosphere charged with Divine
Power. The historical tower room has
again become the "power room", and
each morning from six to a dozen
hearts present themselves as channels
for that Spirit who worketh interces
sion with groanings that cannot be
uttered. Others, individuals and small
groups, meet at the same time in
other rooms of the building and to
gether pray for a mighty awakening
in our school and for an Acts 2:39
revival. These sacred facts are only
public to encourage every praying
reader of the Echo to unite for this
glorious objective—a manifestation of
the radiant and victorious Jesus, the
panacea for our every need.
The Prayer Band most surely reg
isters this new activity of the Spirit
and burden of prayer for a revival.
The writer thinks that the service on
April 3 was the best meeting of the
year in our school.
That peculiar
meeting power was on and success
ive moves of intercession, adoration,
and praise swept over our hearts.
Bless His dear name!
A beautiful
song was sung in the Holy Ghost, by
Miss Gray. The song was one of the
saintly Faber's hymns. Let us sing
with him:
"I love Thee so, I know not how
My transports to control.
The love is like a burning fire
Within my very soul."
—H. E. K.
"God' never makes use of a dfecouraged man."

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
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KEEVER'S GARAGE!

YOUNG BROTHERS

TAXI SERVICE
Anywhere, Day or Night
Phones: Garage 172, House 31
Upland,
Indiana|

MASTER MECHANICS IN

REX & CO.
SHOES SOLED
and
REPAIRED
ROOM 9 SICKLER DORM.

TINNING, PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK
FURNACES and FURNACE
WORK
Repair Work
Our Specialty
Gas City
Phone 213

Upland
Phone 22

JOHN H. WILLMAN
FURNITURE

RADIO
and
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

BRANDON ELECTRIC CO.
206 Brennun St.
See Harold Ellison.

Rugs, Linoleums and
Draperies
Also Eureka Electric
Sweepers

COLUMBIA GRAFANOLAS AND
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Phone 418

A. D. FREESE
REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE J
NOTARY PUBLIC
Courier Office

Phone 1061 j

North Side of Square

HARTFORD CITY

No doubt you believe
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP

DR. H. N. TURNEY
DENTIST
Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.

is the very best place in this sec
tion for photographs and frames.
As usual, this year, we give 25%
discount to Taylor students, and
promise you our best work.

INTERNATIONAL
MADE TO MEASURE

Clothes
ALL—WOOL
ALL RIGHT
and
At All Prices
$25 $30 $40 $45 $50 $55 and $60

The Golden Eagl\e
UPLAND

GAS CITY
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W. E. WAGONER

ALUMNI

DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.

JJUNN

The Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Schlarb '18
are the proud parents of a baby girl,
born April 7t/h.
Belen P. Bustamante is married and
is residing at Columbus, Ohio.
Her
name is now McGee.
"A meeting of former Taylor stu
dents was held at the* home of Mrs.
Maude Teed in Ann. Arbor, Michigan.
After the exchange of pleasant mem
ories, a lively enthusiastic discussion
of the need and
possibilities of a
university controlled by it's alumni
ensued. Definite organization was ef
fected and the following Officers were
unanimdusly elected: President, John
Bugher; Vice President, Charles Shill
ing; Secretary and Treasurer, R. Wal
lace Teed).
The following students were pres
ent: John Bugher, Walter Oliver,
Charles Shilling, W arren Patterson,
John Show, Miriam Teed, Pauline
Teed, Mr. and Mrs. Randolph W.
Webster, Miss Lottie Ogletree and
Miss Beatrice Sprague."

{

DR. F. L. EE-LER

j

j PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
ings to her friends at T. U. and says,
i
Cflice Over Postoliice
"I shall ever cherish many happy
i Phones: Office 1132. i.es., 104 I
memories ot my year at T. U. and
j
Upland, Indiana
feel that my life is very much richer
because of those associations and
friendships."
The Rev. I. M. Harge'tt is pastor of
the Methodist church, Racine, Wis
consin.

IN MARION

Miss Lillian Armstrong is expect
ing to visit Taylor at Commencement
time.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Robson are now
in China. They landed in Shanghai,
December 27, bound as they thought
for Pekin, but within a half hour
after their arrival, Bishop Birney had
appointed them to Nanking to meet
an emergency there, so Mr. Robson
is teaching English all day in the
Academy at Nanking to keep the
school from being closed.

For Ladies' Ready-lo-Wear
and Millinery

THIRD A.IMD ADAMJ

SUf-

For Men's Wear

Mrs. Mabel Black Hurly of Indian
apolis, Indiana, died on March 24. She
left a husband and three children.
Chas. J. Roberts of the class of Mrs. Hrrly was a student at Taylor
1898 is preaching at Galveston, In from '16-'18.
diana. Mr. Roberts writes that he is
expecting to visit Taylor at Com
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Rose have
mencement time.
arrived at Taylor to take up work
Edward J. Scharer a student of
by gone days and who is now lo
cated at
Temperance,
Michigan
writes: "Our daughter finishes High
School this June and we are debating
what shall be the next step toward a
better education. She asked me to
wiite for a catalogue from Taylor
which I am glad to do."
Paul R. Dunlap '20 writes
from
Republic, Michigan, "I am teaching
in a High School up in the iron reg
ion of the Upper Peninsuia. I have
all the science work besides general
charge of the seventh grade."
Mrs. Eva. M. Martin who was with
us last year, is teaching in the pri
mary department of the Conneaut,
Ohio, public school. She sends greet-

for this term.
Walter has recently
taken charge of Mont Oliver's form
er appointment at Muncie.
Rev. and Mrs. Clarence French who
had charge of Home Park Church at
Marion, recently moved near Madison
New Jersey where Clarence will have
a student chaige and also attend
Princeton Theological Seminary.
Prof. B. R. Pogue left Monday to
give some recitals in Ohio. Monday
night he was at the church of Rev.
H. C. Schlarb, Vaughnville O., on
Tuesday night at the church of Rev.
Lester Bradds at New Mooresfield', O.
and the rest of the week he spent with
Rev. Homer Kirk, Wheelersburg,
Ohio.
The next Monday night he
spent with Rev. Harley Moore at
Camden, Ohio.

FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists
Ej es examined by state examined

j

and registered Optomenists.
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
DR. C. C. FARIS
DR. EMIL FAR IS
South Side Square.

Phone 1410 j

MARION, IND.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
THE "FIRST ANNUAL
EULOGONIAN BANQUET'

•- - - - - - -

J. C. KNOTT D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
Graduate Palmer School of
The school year of 1922-23 is a year
Chiropractic
that will go down in the annals of
N. Side Square
history of our school in many ways.
j Phone 372.
Hartford City, Ind. ]
It, among all the years of our life as
a school, has seen more real life and
activity toward our good and the good
of the Kingdom" of God in our school
than any other year. Not least aDENTIST
mong the events to be recorded; is
Successor to W. D. Place
the inaugural of what it, and will
continue to be known as the "Annual 201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind.

FRANK R. PETERS

j

Eulogonian Banquet".
The "First Annual Eulogonian Ban
quet" was held in the gymnasium on
Saturday, April the fourteenth, at
six o'clock p. m.
Music was furnished by the Summitville Orchsetra. Miss Virginia Ruse
also rendered a piano solo.
After the invocation by the Chap
lain, Mr. Link, we were served by
members of the sister clubs who act
ed in the capacity of waiters.
Reverend A. Wesley Pugh, an
alumnus of Taylor and now pastor of
the Uniondale Methodist Episcopal
Church was present and presided as
toastmaster.
The program presented a Conven
tion of the American Association of
Colleges which was held in the City
of Washington. Under the leadership
cf Rev. Pugh, we found very little
difficulty in locating ourselves, by
the aid of our imagination, in the
Hotel Washington of that city. Once
in the city the rest came easily and
the Doctor Lewis Daughenbaugh, for
the time being , Vice President of
Columbia University gave a very
earnest talk on the phase of Scholar
ship in the program of our American
Colleges of today.
Doctor Caroline Churchill, of the
faculty of the President, of Wellesley
College spoke to us. Her talk was along the line
of
Culture. Doctor
Churchill brought out very vividly
I our need for the greater emphasis on
this most important side of the life
of the student in college.
The Convention was very greatly
favored in having present Reverend
E. L. Eaton who was General Secre
tary of Life Service, and who spoke
to us on the need of the vision of
Life Service for the college student
today. He emphasized the need of
having the student fired by the Holy
Spirit and so prepared by his educa
tion that he Just naturally fits into
his place in a life of service to God
and to humanity,.
The phase of Athletics was covered
(Continued on page 19.)
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S. A. MARTIN

DENTIST
25| S. Walnut Street
MUN-: IE, IND.

Distinctive Styles In
Hosiery
Hosiery that is "different" and yet
conforms to every requirement of
good taste. Women's hosiery in all
the fashionable colors, also in
novelty designs; some with hand
embroidered clocks.
Price range
from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let this
store supply your hosiery needs.

RISINGERS
North Side Square, Hartford City.

GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP
All kinds of auto, harness and shoe
repairing. New parts furnished.

BLUMENTHAL & CO.

S. A. D. HOWARD

'The Best Place to shop after All."
Marion's Greatest Style Center
Quality Merchandise Only—

BURRIS SMITHS
GIVEABLE GIFTS

HOCKETT STUDIO

We have a very fine
Finishing Service
for those who make
Kodak Pictures

Photographer
of the "Gem" pictures.
Have Your Picture Taken
By Us.
Fairmount

Ind. I

Mail Us Your Films.
|
| Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.

THE BURRIS SMITH
Gift and Art Shop
WEST SIDE OF SQUARE

HARTFORD CITY, IND.

1

, Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.}

Cbarles A, Sellers, M. D- !
Internal Medicine and X-Ray
Diagnosis.
| Portable X-Ray for bedside use.
| Rooms, Dick Builcing, Hartford
City, Ind.

J
i
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"So she threw over that young docItor she was going with?"
NELSON STUDIO
"Yes, and what do you think? He
You have friends they should
not only requested her to return his
have a Nelson portrait of you.
presents, but sent her a bill for fortyseven visits."
1223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind.
In Chemistry Class

The class was planning a trip to
Hartford City to visit the glass fac
Billie G. Duckwall—"Say, Miss tory. The question of where they
would secure enough cars to take
Dare, where is your home?"
Irma Dare—"My home is in Mis them was brought up —•
Ernest Lin dell—"I know where I
souri."
Billie G.—"Is that somewhere in can get a baby carriage."
Miss Draper—"But, who will you
Africa?"
get to push you?"

If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or
Buns or anything in the Bakery
line you want, call the

UPLAND BAKERY
Phone 382

Guy Swartz, Prop.

Bible VI After the Roll Call

At breakfast the other morning jCHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.|
Dr. Wray—"I am always glad when
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
anyone tells me that a member of the one of the new students was heard
to remark—"I wonder how long you 11. O. O. F. Bldg.
class is sick."
Phone 115 |
would have to stay here before you
Hartford City, Indiana
could cultivate a liking for this food."
At the Bookstore
Mr. Boltzell—"Hello, Link, got lots
of money? If you have, wish you
would buy a book for me."
John Link—"No, I have no money
to spend that way. You know in
this world every fellow must look out
for himself."
Prof. Pogue—"Andi in the next
world too, eh John?"
John Link—-"Well, I don't know. It
will be different up there."
Prof. Pogue—"What about down
there?"
John Link—"I'm going."

"Say! black boy, hit seems ter me
'at I've sau yoh face before."
•
"Reckon youse has because das
where I'se been warin' it all my life."
Miss Mason—"I have always been a
heart-breaker."
She looked up and saw Mr. Lindell
trying to conceal a smile and1 mistook
it for a blush.
Miss Mason—"Oh, you are one of
my victims too are you?"

Mr. Jones—"So that's your new
Alice Osborn—"I don't care for coat, eh? Isn't it rather loud?"
Mr. Smith—"It's all right when I
men, in fact I've said 'No' to several
put on a muffler."
of them."
Room-mate—"What were they sell
ing?"
Professor—"How does the moon af
fect the tide?"
Miss Locke—"Why do you call me
Mr. Christensen—"Not at all. It on
'Miss Key'—my name is Miss Locke." ly affects the untied."
"Ted" Holterman—"But, you are
something to a door—aren't you?"
Miss Stanley—"What happened in
Mr.
drink
Mr.
it out
eye."

the fifteenth century?"
Cook—"Why do you always
Miss Cassid'y, showing her know
your coffee out of a saucer?" ledge of ancient history, piped up—Ketchum—"Because if I drink "Columbus set out to discover the
of a cup the spoon gets in my world."

They Were
The Man Worth While
Gentleman (who has only five
It is easy enough to be happy
minutes before his train leaves)—
When life is a bright, rosy wreath. "Boy, go to room 8 in the hotel and
But the man worth while
see if my brush and comb are there."
Is the man who can smile
Boy (returning four minutes later)
When the dentist is filling his teeth. -—"Yes, sir, they're there."
Last Friday evening while couples
Grace Ruth—"Say, is there a new
were in the parlor, the lights went chemical called N. V. ?"
out. Fern Smith was heard to say,
Elsie Kellar—"Oh, I just heard thajt
"Wish I could have a parlor date, she recently made paris green with
if the lights would only go out."
envy."

Cut Flowers
of all kinds in season
Help Taylor University by
purchasing your cut flowers
and potted plants from us.

Taylor University
Greenhouse
B. A. Atkinson, Florist
Phone 894

Upland, Ind.

We will allow a
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
to all Taylor U. Students on
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Men's Furnishings, Shoes
and Dry Goods
'See Us First"

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
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EULOGONIAN BANQUET

(Continued from page 17.)
by Mr. S. A. Witmer who spoke from
the view of the College Director. The
emphasis was laid on the need of
participation on the part of all the
members of the student body, rather
than of only certain individuals who
become professional athletes leaving
those who really need the exercies
out of the opportunity to get it in
the athletics of the college.
President John Paul, of Taylor Uni
versity spoke to us on the Spiritual
life of our own school and of the
many schools of the land. He em
phasized the importance of bringing
Christ to the foremost and a plain
putting of the facts before the young
life of the American Colleges of to
day. A square facing of the issue>
standing for the right, and Stepping
forward with God! are needed today
rather than a compromise, dodging
the issue or lining up with the wrong
side.
The benediction was pronounced
upon the banqueteers by the chaplain,
Mr. Link.
The Gymnasium was decorated in
green and old gold, the colors of the
club, in a very tasteful mariner. Those
whose drily it will be to arrange for
the Second Annual, will have real
work on their hands to equal the First
Annual, much more if they better it.
Let us never get satisfied Eulogonians, there are better things up the
road; let's go.
—M. R. D.

SWEET WILL OF GOD
I worship thee, sweet will of God,
And all thy ways adore;
And every day I live, I seem
To love thee more and more.

QualityHosiery

DINE AT KEEYERS CAFE
With Steam Table service, Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

O. C. BOWEN & CO.
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
GROCERIES,

High Grade
SHOES

GENTS' FURNISHINGS
Upland
Indiana!

Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co.
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL
Upland, Ind.

! W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.|
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
|Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. j
Hartford City, Ind.

Phone 2111

FOR WALL PAPER, SCHOOL |
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
Fountain Pens, Toilet Articles
Go To
,
VAN WINKLE'S DRUG STORE
Hartford City,
Indiana]

•

—- — -

-

- - »

The University Grocery
Full Line of Groceries, Notions,
Hosiery, Etc.

CITY BARBER SHOP

CANDY—YUM! YUM!

Barber Supplies For Sale

Good Eats in General

TROUT & WEAVER

UPLAND STATE BANK
Upland, Ind.

Capital $25,000.00

SERVICE HARDWARE
The first Hardware Store on
your way down town.
Student Patronage Solicited.
| Upland

-

-

-

-

Indiana

Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER, President

When obstacles and trials seem
Like prison walls to be,
I do the little I can do,
And leave the rest to thee.
He always wins who sides with God,
To him no chance is lost;
God's will is sweetest to him when (
It triumphs at his cost.
Ill that He blesses is our good,
And unblest good is ill;
And all is right that seems most wrong
If it His Sweet will.
•-—Frederick W. Faber.
"He who will fly as an eagle does,
into the higher levels where cloudless
day abidtes, and live in the sunshine
of God, must be content to live a com
paratively lonely life."—Mueller.

E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

WOMEN'S WEAR
THE QUEEN CITY
OPPOSITE GLASS BLCCK

MARION, IND.
Phone 507

SEND IT TO

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS
Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning
Watch for the White Truck

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.
LOYD OLSON, Agent

When You Invest
In Taylor's Debt-Raising
Campaign
You capitalize its present leadership and morale.
You nail down $150,000 in designated subscription.
You realize upon a half century of accumulated in
fluence.
You cure every misunderstanding and make the
school a symbol of honor.
You put the school across the Rubicon in its world
mission.
You invite the blessing of God and create almost
mathematical assurance that the campaign for enlarge
ment and endowment will succeed.

This campaign to pay Taylor's debts will run from
now till commencement in June. The first report will
be on Bishop Taylor's birthday, May 2nd, when the
honor roll of contributors will be read. Get in with your
share and make that a red letter day.
Address the Treasurer
Taylor University,

Upland, Indiana

